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Armory To Be Renovated For Ballroom
ANNUAL HOMECOMING PROGRAM
COMMENCES AT DANCE TONIGHT
Senior Representatives Vote On Gift Choices;
Ar1nory Social Capacities To Be Improved

Representatives of the class of '55 decided this week to
direct the funds collected as their Senior Gift project to the
renovation of the Xavier Armory as a Ballroom for university
dances and other functions.
Class president Bill Sweeney emphasized that the senior
class was not taking over the
armory project of the Student
Council which is planning to install a refreshment center and
kitchen facilities in the armory
with funds already earmarked
for that purpose. Instead, the
money contributed by the seniors
will be used for other innovations to transform the armory

l-lomecoming

by Jolin Jlmi Flamlern
News Associate Editor

The annual Xavier Homecoming Program will begin at
the rally-dance sponsored by
the ROTC Rifle Club in the
Armory at 8:00 tonight. Each

Ante Up, Seniors

An

Seniors are reminded that
today, Monday and Tuesday, Oct.
15, 18 and 19 are the days on
which the first payment for the
Senior Gift Fund is due.
into a dual purpose building with
its social capacities increased and
improved.
The captains and group leaders
of the senior fund committee met
Tuesday, Oct. 12 and proposed
suggestions they had accepted
from the seniors on their lists.
The mos·t popular suggestions
were then voted on and the winning choice, the Armory-Ballroom project, was submitted for
the approval of Very Rev. James
F. Maguire, S.J., president of
Xavier. Upon reception of Fr.
Maguire's approval, the captains
released news of the project.

Three Elected To
Faculty Committee
Recently elected new members
of the faculty committee include
Rev. Stanley C. Tillman, S.J., instructor of Philosophy; Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones, chairman of the
department of Economics; and
Dr. Clarence A. Sommer, associate professor of Education. They
join the following other members
of the committee: Rev. Victor C.
Stechschulte, S.J., chairman of
the Mathematics-Physics department; Rev. James V. McCummisky, S.J., instructor of Philosophy;
Dr. Harvey A. Dube, assistant
professor of Chemistry; and Dr.
Charles F. Wheeler, chairman of
the·department of English.
The purpose of the faculty committee is to promote the good of
the University, especially in these
areas: scholarship and research,
excellence in teaching, orientation of new faculty members,
conditions of service affecting the
faculty as a whole, and liaison
between faculty and administration.

Russia Callboard Topic
Contemporary Russia will be
the subject under discussion on
the Campus Callboard radio
program Saturday, Oct. 16, at 6: 30
p.m. on WSAI. Xavier University
will present the Rev. Maurice
Meyers, S.J., assistant director of
the Russian Center of Fordham
University, and the Rev. Edward
O'Kane, S.J., presently on leave
from the Center to teach at St.
Xavier High School. They will be
interviewed by William Bocklage,
Xavier news bureau director.

Cmuliclates For Queen
To Be Picked; P1·esentell

Left to right, Jim Brandabur, Dan Grady, Chuck l\larceHino,
chairman, and John VanFlandern, posing on the steps of the Union
Building, compose the committee which is in charge of the Homecoming activities.
Photo by Brennan

NFCCS Co1ig·ress cit Edg·eclif f
Features XU Forensics Pcniel
Representatives of eight schools from the Ohio-Kentucky
Region of the National Federation of Catholic College Students will converge on Cincinnati this weekend to attend the
Regional Congress at Our Lady of Cincinnati College.
The official representatives of the Xavier student body

AFS Offers Cash
Prize For Essays
The American Foreign Service
Journal, published in Washington, D.C., has announced that it
will offer a total of $3850 in
prizes for the best essays, on the
subject "The Organization of
American R e p r e s e n t a ti o n
Abroad." ·These essays should
deal with the question of what
kind of foreign service can best
serve our national interest in the
field of foreign relations.
There will be one grand prize
award of $1000 for the best essay,
three first prizes of $750. each,
four second prizes of $150 each,
and several honorable mention
citations. The criteria for judgment of entries will be the measure in which they present
thoughts that are constructive
toward our total national interest
and the excellence of presentation. All students now enrolled in
a recognized college or university
are eligible.
All entries should be between
3000 and 5000 words in length.
They must be typewritten and
double spaced on standard size
paper. The contest deadline is
Dec. 15, 1954.
·
The official rules are available
for inspection by interested students in The News office.

at the Congress will be John
Grinstead, senior delegate, and
Harold Matthews, junior delegate.
Also of Xavier, John Grupenhofi
is regional vice-president of the
NFC CS.
Bill Glueck, chairman of the
regional commission on forensics,
will conduct a panel meeting at
10 tun., which will feature the
Honorable Robert E. Groneman,
fourth term candidate for the
Ohio House. He will speak on,
"Why a Catholic College Student
Should Engage in Forensics."
Congressman Groneman is an
alumnus of Xavier and of the
University of Cincinnati Law
College. Also on the panel will be
Joan Gauche of Edgecliff, who
will speak on the proposed re~
gional speech festival, currently
under consideration by the Forensics Commission.
Xavier members of the Forensics Commission staff include
Lloyd Lill, commission executive
secretary, and Bob Manley, commission consultant.
Registration for the Congress
opens this evening at 7 p.m. at
Our Lady of Cincinnati. Pat Fallon, regional president from St.
Mary of the Springs College, Columbus, will call the congress to
order at 8 p.m. and introduce the
keynote speaker Mrs. Bolan, a
former national officer of the
(Continued on Page 3)

club and organization on campus,
which has not already done so,
will select a girl from the Evening Division to be its candidate
for Queen of the Homecoming.
Homecoming Chairman Chuck
Marcellino and his committee will
handle registration of the candidat~s at the dance, with the deadline for registration set for 10:30
p.m. At 11 :00 all of the girls will
be presented on the stage. There
will be one week in which to
campaign, and then at the rallydance next Friday, Oct. 22, the
election of the Queen will take
place.
The arrangements for the gala
Homecoming weekend are in the
planning stage, and the plans for
the balance of the program will
be announced soon.
The Rifle Club Dance tonight
will feature the music of Duke
Schumann's Orchestra, refreshments, and entertainment in addition to the Queen candidate
presentation program.

Accident Injures
Xavier Pedestrian
John Heffernan, a freshman
from Chicago, was injured when
struck by an automobile at the
corner of Victory Parkway and
Dana Ave. on Monday night, Oct.
11.
He was taken to Good Samaratin Hospital by a Cincinnati Police ambulance. Rev. Walter B. Dimoncl, S.J., instructor in English,
accompanied John to the hospital.
John suffered a scalp wound
which was stitched at the hospital. He is enrolled in the Honors
Bachelor of Arts course.

Volunleer Students
Collect For Cbest
Four groups of Xavier students
will participate in the Community Chest drive in the H-1 district, which includes the area
around the University, this Sunday.
The student group captains arc
Francis Stahl, Charles Caper,
Sta,n Seifried and Joe Carpino.
Mr. David Goldman is the Community Chest captain for this district. Mr. Bernard L. Martin, instructor in Englsh, is a co-captain.
The students and captains will
meet at the Wise Center at Dana
and Reading Rd. for breakfast at
10 a.m. Sunday.

N e·w Dorin Rules,
Council Elections,
Set Up Fo1· Ccunpus
By Tom McAulif fe

This year, three significant
changes have been made in
dormitory regulations, according to Rev. Robert G. Liska,
S.J., assistant director of housing. Fr. Liska, emphasising the
need for maturity in students, has
announced that on nights during
the week student must be in their
rooms by 10:30 p.m. Regarding
privileges for upperclassmen, the
new rules allow 2:00 a.m. and 1:30
a.m. permissions for juniors and
seniors respectively.
According to present plans, the
President's Lounge will be opened
on weekdays this year from noon
until 10:00 p.m. Saturday hours
will be from noon until midnight,
and Sunday hours will be the
same as during the week.
Meanwhile, t h e Dormitory
Council has elected its officers
for the coming year. John Grinstead is new Dorm Council president, Tom Moran, vice-president;
and Harold Schaefer, secretarytreasurer.
A major rennovation in the
Dorm Council constitution has
changed the system of student
representation. Previously, representatives were chosen from
groups numbering more than ten
men, but having no maximum
limitation. This was allowing a
sixteen man barracks a representation equal to that of the
various floors, although the latter
had a greater numbe1· of students.
According to the change in the
constitution, representatives arc
now elected by groups numbering
not less than eigh.t nor more than
(Continued from Page 3)

Xa'Vie1· Athenaeum
Accepts N eiv W 01·ks
The Xavier Athenaemn, campus literary quarterly, announced
last week that the deadline for
contributions for the fall issue is
schet:uled for Nov. 1. The magazine needs short stories, essays,
plays and poems, and offers, as
an added incentive this year, a
prize gold key for the best contribution in each issue. The
awards will be made to the writer
adjudged best in the opinion of
the editors, the faculty moderator
and other members of the English Department. The editors, of
course, will be ineligible.
Competition is open to all undergraduates, though graduate
students as well are invited to
submit material for publication.
Submissions may be made to Dr.
William H. Willer, the faculty
moderator, or editors Mayo Mohs,
Andrew Sparke, John Grissmer
or Dave Bambeck. They may
also be left at the switchboard.
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t~a~itional,

Leave A Mark ,,

this year's senior class has demonstrated
A. s.itsis w1llmgness
to leave a mark of its presence and accomby giving the university a permanent gift that

pl~shments

will r:epresent the Class of '55 to future men of Xavier. By
seli:ctmg the A~mory-Ballroom conversion plan as its gift, the
semo~s have wisely chosen a project that will be of the most
benefit to the most students. Xavier students using the armory
as a modernized dance hall and pavilion in years to come will
be constantly reminded of the generosity and good judgment
of the class of '55.
However, neither the seniors or any other group can bestow a gift until they have first raised the necessary funds
for its purchase. On this point only the seniors themselves can
make the fund drive a success and the gift a reality. One
hundred per cent participation is being s·tressed this year. Perhaps the pledge for the individual donation should read "How
much have you, the senior, received from Xavier University
during the last four years?"
.
The obligation of the pledge to give is a serious one and
promises will ultimately have to be converted into actions.
Seniors are urged to give their group leaders their. cooperation
and courteous attention. The burden of giving, if indeed it is
a burden at all, is lightened by the six monthly installments
plan. Seniors, only the success of these installments will insure
ultimate installment of your gift.

· «

How Do You

Him?

M

Change In Voting From PR To Six X
Proposed In City· Charter A1nendn1ent
A Special Report

By Bob itlm1ley, Netvs Associate Etlitor
The great debate over the proposed amendment to the
City Charter to change the method of electing our City Councilmen has been growing more intense each day. In place of
Proportional Representation which requires the voter to mark
. his ballot by numbering the candidates in the order of his
preference, articulate civic leaders are proposing a Six X system
for election which would change
the ballot so that the voter would
have six direct votes for Councilmen.
The leaders of the movement
to adopt the Six X voting system
told The News that "the men who
founded the City Charter wanted
a birdless ballot (i.e. one without
party tickets under party emblems) and to eliminate the primary election through the nomination of candidates by means of
500 signatures on a petition."
They stated that they are retaining both of these features, but
that' they are "proposing the new
method of voting because under

PR the voters are divided into
classes and minority blocks. The
emotions and prejudices of the
voters are appealed to rather
than the qualifications of the
candidates in the all out struggle
for the first choice vote." They
added that their plan "guarantees minority representation because each voter can vote for six
men; whereas, nine men must be
elected. "This," they contend,
"means that there will be at least
three members of the minority
party in Council."
On the other side, a leader of
those who oppose the proposed
amendment told The News that
(Continued on Page '1)
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Fall had arrived. The green
had changed to hues of brown
and red and even black and
white. Green had been the
color of the old worn seats in

J
I

Il

I

Baffled by artist Damico's caption? Read below.

Shufflin'
Around
By Hmrs Geisler
"With liberty and justice for all." Remember that last
word. It means exactly what it says, namely, the w.hite people,
the colored people, the Jews, and the Catholics. Everyone
knows that the United States is the land of liberty where
everyone has an equal chance. It is the beacon of hope in the
dark ocean of totalitarianism and
aggression that now engulfs the
world. It is to the United States
that the people of the world look
for the protection of their rights
as human beings. The Statue of
Liberty and its inscriptioh symbolize that protection and freedom to all men.
How is it then that, in the capital of this great country of ours,
a riot can occur when finally,
after one hundred and fifty years,
Negroes are allmitted to the publie schools there? How is· it then
that, one man, an admitted con- .
vict and no-good, can, in the
small town of Milford, Delaware,
lead demonstrations because he
doesn't want his little girl to go

.....................

to school with children of a different color.
Actually, it's abominable and a
terrible reflection on the· people
of the United States that such a
question should even arise. We,
as the, bulwark of democracy,
shouldn't even have to bother
with it. It shouldn't exist.
The Communists have been
pointing to the mistreatment of
the Negro in the United States
with accusing fingers. They say
that all our pious and nice words
about liberty and justice for
everyone are just so much hogwash and, to illustrate their
point, they have merely to men(Continued on Page 7)

Obiter Dicta
· By Don Hcllk1111i1'

One of the axioms of the law in the United States is that
you are innocent until proven guilty. This is just another safeguard for the liberty of an individual which is so strongly
stressed and probably no where is more strictly adhered to
than in criminal law where a man must be proven guilty

beyond any reasonable doubt.
· Along these lines is a favorite
story of C. Watson Hover, our
prosecuting attorney.
It seems that the state had built
WJ::J:.~iWac~·~~~oli"""'''""""'"''·· ..................................................................Doh s1e1enthaler, •r.r..
BUSINESS MAN'A<lER..................................................................................................Tom Kerver 'llfl
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'
'
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X where his counselor rose to
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OF NOTE
By Dick Coalello

End Of An Idyll ,,

uch type was set on linotype machines all over America
. last week to tell the story of the end of what publicity
writers termed "the perfect marriage." The reference, of
course, was to a voluptuous blonde who seemingly has no
regard for the old-fashioned phrase "morality," and a noted
baseball player who deserted his God and his family for a few
months of self-indulgence.
Unfortunately, this story is not a new one. Rather it is
ju.st .one in a long line of "perfect marriages," so pre~alent
withm th.e last half-century, that have been founded primarily
on the drives of concupiscence. And, as in last week's situation
marriages founded on such motives neglect the Third Party
who has joined the couple together with such power that no
man can put asunder. In most of the publicized "break ups"
of the last decade it is not difficult to see this fact present.
Either the parties have been inculcated with a disregard for
moral principles, or, as in the case of Marilyn and Joe 1 the
principles under which they were raised are completely forgotten in the midst of temptation.
. One cannot rightly be condemned for falling into temptation. The fallen nature of humanity, whether it realizes it or
not, often places itself in such situations that it cannot escape.
But it is still possessed of free will and it still has the natural
law to guide it along the c_orrect road. Perhaps a study of this
law is all that we need to make ourselves realize that marri~ges are founded on other motives than sex.

. . ,. _11_1_ F-II--·- -a-1-..

minute as necks craned and ears
strained to behold Mr. Y's grand
entrance. At the stroke of the
30th second nothing happened.
The prosecution breathed a smile
and the jury stiffened as the de·
fense counselor turned to speak
" You all looked at the door which'
means that all of you had some
doubt in your mind. Therefore,
since a i·casonable doubt does
exist, you must find my client
innocent due to insufficient evidence."
Before I give the jury verdict
let's thumb back· on time whe~
conclusions were drawn from

Music Hall, that now sported a
new au.tumn red, in an even
greater sea of color, while the
rest of Cincinnati teetered on the
brink between summer and 'winter, without an intervening season to be hoped for.
Such was the aura surrounding
the first symphony of the season
last Saturday night. The seats,
pasted no more with , numbers
from Provident Bank Calendars,
held many customers, and held
them enthralled, as no other opening concert must have in years.
And into their midst Thor Johnson poured a potent opening repetoire. Of the four selections, I
leaned to the Brahms and Stravinsky. Brahms' Symphony No. 4
has great appeal, but played just
often enough that we don't become too used to it. Like the song
of a rare bird, it is wonderful to
hear, but not to try to capture.
Also on the wing was the "Fire
Bird" by Stravinsky, well played,
and a bird that really "lifted" the
end of the performance, something not always accomplised in
the past.
,
This week a heralded new pianist, Grant Johannesen will perform Prokofieff's finger twisting
Concerto No. 3, a favorite vehicle
of the late William Kappell. A
mere attempt of this is no small
endeavor. Handel's Royal Fireworks Music and Shubert's
"Great" Symphony No. 7 will be
played as wel,1. All of which looks
like it \Vas tailored for the Fourth
of July. There is a "new" concert
hall today on Central Parkway
and those so inclined to go there
will find there a slight thrill.
What is undoubtedly a note of
irony to some, appears in the
schedule of the Miami University
Artists Series. Along with Astrid
Varnay, our own Symphony and
Isaac Stern, appears the name of
Woody Herman. The fact is, Igor
Stravinsky himself was so impressed with the aerman Herd of
1945 and '46 that he wrote a special standard for the band, which
I have a sneaking suspicion might
be played October 18 at OXford.
Much praise to Miami for breaking down a barrier that never
really existed among past artists
themselves.

* • •

Praise closer to home can go to
the corridor art series that beckons from Science Hall. Indeed, a
step in a good direction. Also,
while I'm campside, a bushel of
praises to the re-establishment of
the record programs in the Fine
Arts Room, this year on Fridays.
Once launched before, and abandoned, this little niche .of Xavier
has now weathered a year of hair
line attendances and is firmly de·
parting on another trip through
the storm. This is artistic integrity, without which a growing
university is a pretty pedestrian
place. We may have lost far more
than we've gained, but we can
be assured where there's a spark,
there can be fire.

• • •

Tonight at 8:30, Taft, Artist
Series-Eileen Farrell singing
some Brahms, Strauss, Debussy,
Deems Taylor and more.
fact. Take a school where its
team is apparently not receiving
the number of blessings distributed to its opponents. In such a
case everyone in school rational( Continued on Page '1)
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Student~ to

II_ear World Famed Cleffers Begin Preparing for Concerts

A pologist, Sir Arnold Lunn,

The Xavier Clef Club, long
noted as a vocal group in the
By Ton& Kerver, Ne1Da Managing Editor
t . t
•t
The appearance of one of the world's most noted figures n-s ate area, has begun ~ 8
in the field of apologetics will highlight the first in a program 1954-55 se~son at an earlier
of rejuvenated class convocations next Wednesday, Oct. 20 in date t~an. m former years. A
.

.

' .

reorgamzahon of sorts has also

th.e XU armory, d':signed to treat Xavier s~udents and their taken place and election of offifriends to the best m every sort of lecture. Sir Arnold Lunn- cers was accomplished last week.

1

famous in the defense of the
Catholic faith, and equally renowned as an author, lecturer,
mountaineer, and skiier, will
speak on the subject of "Changing England."
It is a difficult thing to single
out one field in which Sir Arnold
has excelled and term that his

of the world's foremost authorities on skiing and mountain
climbing. So noted is he that he
is the inventor of the slalom and
the father of modern competitive
downhill racing. Last year his
services to skiing and to making
the Swiss people better understand the English merited him
the honor of being knighted by
Queen Elizabeth.
The convocation will begin at
1:30 p.m., and is compulsory for
all members of the freshman and
sophomore classes. All other students and their friends are invited. There is no admission
charge. Many other noted personalities, including the noted
psychiatrist, Dr. Frank J. Ayd,
and the former British communist leader, Douglas Hyde, will
follow Sir Arnold throughout the
year in the lecture series.

Sir Arnold Lunn
forte. P er hap s his greatest
achievements have come in the
field of apologetics, the one of
which he himself is particularly
fond. ''Flight from Reason,"
"Apologetics for Everybody," and
his famous autobiography "Now
I See," which has been translated
into over 20 different languages,
are but three of his numerous
books which illustrate this facet
of Sir Arnold's abilities.
Arnold Lunn is a convert to the
Catholic faith, and a man who
investigated all the possibilities
before taking the final step. This
is perhaps the reason for his deep
insight into the field of apologetics. As he himself has stated,
"I entered the Church along the
road of controversy and by the
gate of reason. I clarified my
mind by writing three controversial books, and I did not become a Catholic until I had found
a satisfactory answer to the worst
that could be said against the
Church."
Besides the British Isles and
the United States, a third country
in which Sir Arnold has spent
much time is Switzerland. Although he has spent much time
in the little Alpine nation trying
to foster Anglo-Swiss relations,
he has been able to become one

NFCCS Congress
Convenes Tonight
(Continued from Page 1)
NFCCS.
Saturday's activities, which include commission panels, will
open at 8:30 a.m. with Mass in the
Edgecliff Chapel.
There will be a square dance in
South Hall Saturday evening,
which will be attended by the
convention delegates. The Re~
gional Council of the NFCCS will
meet at 10 a.m. Sunday.
The theme of the Congress is:
"The Catholic student in a modern drama under the direction of
Mary.. Immaculate produced by
NFCCS."

:MEirose 3101
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(Continued from Page 1)
24 students.

Besides the above mentioned
officers, the new members of the
Dorm Council are John Gladis,
Tom McAuliffe, Florian Sokolowski, and Pete Geiger from the
steel cottages; Fred Galvin, John
Biddinger, Jess Burcham, and
George Zane from the barracks;
Mike Finn, Mike Dahm, and Bill
Douthitt from Marion Hall; Jack
Bowling and John Walters from
Elet Hall Annex; and Dave Winkle, Austin Luckett, Jerry Welch,
Ted Waliczel{, Jim Wiggs, George
Owens, Keith Frederick, and
Francis McGannon from Elet Hall.

CLASS OF '58 !

THIS Chesterfield leadership is shown by actual
sales audits in more than 800 college co-ops and
campus stores from coast to coast.
In choosing ~~ cigarette be sure to remember

3818 1'1ont1onaerJ' ltoad

,

The French movie "Grand 11_
lusion" which tells of French
prisoners of war in a German
prison camp during the first
World War, will be shown in the
Cash Memorial room of Logan
Hall Thursday, Oct. 21, at 8: 15
p.m.
This is the third year of the
Xavier University foreign film
series sponsored by the Modern
Language Department. Admission of 30 cents will be charged.

Ac~01npanis~

for
is
Henn Golembiewski, organist and
choir director at the Church of
the Assumption, now in his seventh year w~th the club.
Now meeting ?n Tuesdays. and
Thursdays for its preparations,
the Clef Club plans to appear this
Christmas season in many of the
Cincinnati hospitals with a program of seasonal music.

CHESTERFl.ELD IS THE LARGEST SELLING
CIGARE1~JE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES

The Drug Store Closest To
Xavie1' Univerait11

.

Foreign Film Series Opens
With 'Grand Illusion'

TO THE

81umri11'1 P•armacy

---------·~--~---··

The Clef Club will devote the
first semester to the preparation
of the program it will offer later
in the year when it appears before the student bodies of Greater
Cincinnati high schools and colleges, various organizations and
begins its annual tour through the
South.

fil!

To
the vacancies caused by
graduation, a call for new tryouts
was issued and fifty students responded, raising the club mcmb.ership .total to 65. At .the elechon, Bill Braun, semor .from
Cleveland was elected president.
He will be assisted administratively by Tom Powers, vice-president; Jim Brandabur, secretary;
George Hess, treasurer; and Harry Gieski and Jim Duffy, business managers.
The vocal grnup is under the
direction of Mr. Franklin Bens,
voice teacher at the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music and organist and choir director at St. Monica. Mr. Bens, who has a lyric
tenor voice, received ,his masters
degree from the Conservatory
and is in demand at funerals,
weddings, and symphony and
oratoric concerts.
Excluding the years of World
War II when the Clef Club's activities were suspended, Mr. Bens
has been director of the aggregation for 15 consecutive years. The
esteem in which he is held is expressed by a member of the group
who described the club as "fortunate in having as its director
one who is so well qualified."

- . ~-·- .. -- ·---· .... _._

--· -· .. -
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this! You will like Chesterfield best because only
Chesterfield has the i;ight combination of the
world's best tobaccos - highest in quality, low in
nicotine - best for you. All of us smoke for relaxation, for comfort, for satisfaction - and in the whole
wide world no cigarette satisfies like a Chesterfield.
You smoke with the greatest pleasure when your
cigarette is Chesterfield .•. Yes, these six words
"highest in quality-low in nicotine" mean Chesterfield is best for you. Buy 'em king-size-or regular.
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HOWLS FROM THE LAIR
By Bruno Wol/J

Musketeers EnOOunter Dayton Flyers
In Contest Honoring Xavier Fathers
By Mel Brennan

The Blue and Red Flyers of Dayton University make their annual appearance in CinDr. Eddie Anderson head :football coach at Holy Cross College, wrote an article that
appeared in the Oct. 1 i~sue of The Young Catholic Messenger. He called it "Football is cinnati Sunday afternoon to meet the winless Xavier Musketeers before an expected caEverybody's Game,'' and during the process of relating some tips on the game's fun~amen pacity Dad's Day crowd. In his first year at Dayton, Hugh Devo~e has assembled a team of
tals, he gave some advice that football is not only everybody s game, but that advice ap- sophomores and juniors that have com~iled a 1-3 record so far this season. The Flyers losses
plicable to the ball player can be as pertinently applied to life in general.
have come at the hands of the powerful Cincinnati Bearcats, a team Xavier meets next
"Now, don't get the idea,'' said Dr. Anderson, "that you can go out and become a star
week,
Bowling Green and John
player over night. Remember, there are only a few stars, but there are many football
Carroll
while their only. victory
Proba~le starting line-ups:
teams. It's not easy to become a good football player. You must PRACTICE!! But i~ you
Wts. Xavier Pos.
Dayton Wts.
like football, you will practice, and once you have mastered the fundamentals, you will be has been over Louisville.
In
a
series
dating
bac~
to
.1907,
184
Kirkhoff
..
LE..
K'~~·~·~e 205
0
on the right track."
the Muskies hold a shght edge 236 Sturg~on ..LT.... MI d n Y 225 The 1954-55 stamping of the
Here again is shown ·how the universal world of sport is the same world that we have
16-13 with two games ending in 190 McGinn ....LG........ Ward 228 Xavier University Musketeer basto live in day by day. No matter what field anybody is thinking about .fo~ his life's .wor~, ties.
Xavier won that first game 205 Currens .... C...... Ducato 2l5 ketball team will open practice
his success in that occupation is going to depend first on whether he 1s 1!1terested m ~Is
in
1907
by a 17-5 score and also 183 P. M'g'i'no BG ...... Shafor 212 sessions Nov. 1. The eager cagers
work, second that he realizes that he can't step into the bosses shoes th.e first. week, third
has
the
longest winning streak. 213 Sweeney ..RT.......... Werl 220 of Coach Ned Wulk will be startthat he will never get into the bosses shoes if he doesn't work hard W'~th patience, deter·
The
streak
of five victories start- 215 Junker ...... RE K'z'l'c'ch'r 195 ing warmups for their 26-game
mination. To show the right results a lot of the daily drudgery of practice must be expected
in
1949
and the Flyers were 178 Brockhoff. QB B'k'n's'tte 194 schedule, which begins with a
ed, being accomplished maybe in obscurity. Grads of Xavier can hardly look. forwar~ to some
not
able
to
gain a decision until 178 Z'm's'ki ....RH...... Weeks 18'7 meeting with Denison just one
nice, soft, high-paying job without the years of experience that in business 1s practice.
the ·very last game of the 1952 174 McC's'ky ..UI........ Smith 165 month after their initial practice.
There's nothing, short of a nagging wife, that can drive a man to drink faster than hav- season. In the two meetings last 194 St. John ....FB.......: Burke 195 Several of the players have
ing the wrong job, a job a man doesn't enjoy. There's nothing that ci;tn cu11b a m~n's amyear, the Muskies came out on
been working out on their own
bition more than this. Who can think of anybody wanting to get ahead m an occupation that
the
winning
end
in
the
first
Ohio
Teams
Successful
during
the past few weeks so
neither interests nor pleases him?
game by a 7-0 score while the Football teams of the State of that they may be in top shape
If a person looks at Eddie Anderson's words, he c~n d.raw a pattern for his .o~n f1;1ture. secpnd game ended in a tie. Fans Ohio thus far this season have before the official sessions get
Nothing comes easy, and if anybody thinks it does, hes either the son of a millionaire or who saw the game played in Cin- won 23, lost· 16, and tied two in under way. Pre-season hopes for
nuts. You know, football coaches are pretty smart guys.
cinnati will remember Bobby interstate competition. Cincinnati Ned Wulk's poung crew are very
• • •
Judd going over from 14 yards leads the parade with four wins high among some experts.
Murder in Miami, that's what you'd call a book about last week's beating the Musk~es out to score the only points of in a row while Ohio State, Kent
sustained:Not since the second game of the 1948 season when Kentuck:y .rolled <?Ver Xay1er the after"noon. At Dayton, the State, Miami, Capital, Ohio Unil
48-7 has a Muskie football outfit been so far outstripped by the opposition. Phil Magliano Muskies blew their only real versity, Ashland, and YoungsarVCS
8llCC S
and Bill McCloskey were from one man's opinion the t:wo bright spots. in t~e afternoon. scoring threat of the game when town swept through their first
1
Miami has a great team with more depth in good running backs than this writer has ever they fumbled on the Dayton one- three games unstained.
.
seen. Man, they just had it.
foot line. Played in rain and mud,
"The Harvest Hop" will be ri
presented in the Armory by the Another sad look at the record book shows that Xavier's two worst seasons in the neither team could get their atOpponents' Scores
Acc~unting Society after the ]
school's 35 year football history (this is season 36) were 1943 and 1953. Last year the record tacks moving in a pay-dirt march.
16 Lettermen Return
Cincinnati 30, Marquette 13
Xavier-Dayton game.
.
was 2-7-1; in '43 the Musketeers won one and dropped six.
W'th 16 t of 22 lettermen re- Toledo 7, John Carroll 6
. Stu~ents of Our Lady of Cm- r
• • •
~
ou
,
Dayton 27, Louisville 7
cmnab, Mount St. Joseph, and
For all those who haven't been to Oxford yet, let it be
turnmg from last years ~quad, Ohio U. 37, Western Reserve 0
Dayton University ·have also been
noted that the scenery there is something to behold. What
Daytonth tfieldsd an experienced Tennessee 20, Chattanooga 14
invited. Refreshments and a bufatmosphere. What baton twirlers. The campus is like those
team a nee s on1y game ex· h 28
·
·
d A
P
.
d b f
h'tt'
't
k Great Lakes 32, Central Mic .
fet supper will be serve . dyou see in the movies with many trees and rolling lawns.
perience
e ore
1
mg
l s pea ·
t
C
VMI
o
·
·
·
50¢
J
8
1
44
m1ss1on lS
.
Tom St. John and John Byrne came down from Chicago
0 n1y th e back ·f.ieId., compose d of os on ol ege ,
o:
three
sophomores,
lacks
the
actfor the game, fortunately missing the flood that inundated
E
ual game know-how while the
the city's downtown section.
. \\
line is made up of juniors who
In the Xav,ier-Dayton football series the Muskies have ,
b
saw much action last season.
won 16 while the Flyers have taken 13; the teams have tied :;:
it
returning lettermen are led by
twice, 7-7 in 1931 and 0-0 in last season's second meeting.
!/:!:/;~{
Captain . Jim Shafor, a 5-8, 212
Xavier isn't the only football club having its troubles !:}'':':f,':; "·
o:
pound senior right guard. A top
f~
lineman, "Speedy Jim" set a
ti
school record last year by reSEND
THE
NEWS
TO
YOUR
covering six opponent fumbles.
television last week-end the Chicago Cq.rdinals lose their
diF%'JH
This
is quite unusual when it is
third straight. We wish that Fr. Ratterman could talk his 1,,,J{i@@dtit......... .
FAMILY • RELATIVES • FRIENDS.
taken into consideration that
Shafor plays linebacker on defense and not on the line where A subscription to the
a lot of fumbles occur. Another
he was sent into the game on the kickoff team. He was
"'
boy to watch in the Flyer start- New1 is the smart way to
Subscription rates 81.SO
down with the kick and nailed the opposing ball carrier to
ing line-up is John Kozlevchar,
John Byrne
the ground with a violent tackle. He can pass, too.
6-0, 195 pound right end. Kozle- keep abreast of Xavier
per year by m~ilvchar won the trophy last year as
OU
the "Best Receiving End'" mainly happenings.
Clip the coupon below.
because of the way he could lose

C
•
agers' Practice
S T
N
1
et

Open

ov.

H
H D ·
op.
After Dayton Game
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Versati.1e Gri.d Star,
Magl ia110,
Aspires to Fuiure of Clothes Designing

captain L

by Charlie Woeste
The fellow wants to design clothes
school but right now he is interested
' .
.
. .
'
able-bod1ed Musketeers, m des1gnmg a
for a defeat tattered Xavier eleven. The

when he gets out of
as the leader of 31
.
couple. of trm~phs
fellow m question is

der he was elected to be this seat
'd
t · b
son's Muske eer gri cap am Y
his teammates at the letter banquet last December. And knowing Lou, it's small wonder that

of course Lou Magliano, versatile (he's played every position
but center, quarterback, and end)
senior captain of this year's edition of the Muskies.
An Italian by ancestry, Lou is
a hard charging aspirant of the
gridiron. by trade. At Xavier he
has earned his X as a linebacker
on defense in '52 and as a halfback and fullback in '53. This
year he's a fulltime fullback who
specializes in going through the
opposition instead of around
them.
,
Mr. Magliano hails from Purcell here in the Queen City as
does his younger brother, Phil,
who is now a guard on the Xavier squad. Moving up to the Cavalier varsity in his sophomore
year, Lou won three awards as
a guard under Coach Jim Mcearthy. Lou made all-city honorLou Magliano
able mention in his senior year
along with being named to the to just football in high school.
All Greater Cincinnati League He lettered three times as a shot
team. He received a trophy for putter and discus thrower for
being the outstanding blocker on the Cavalier team, winning the
the Purcell squad his last year 1951 GCL title in the shot.
.there.
Extremely easy to get along
Lou did not confine his talents with and talk to, it's small won-

he considers this his biggest
sports thrill.
Lou says the Villanova team of
'52 with Gene Filipski, Bob Haner and company was the best
team he has been up against, and
he considers Filipski and Dick
Zotti of Boston College as the
best players he has faced.
.
Magliano is studying' for a
Bachelor of Science degree in
economics. However, as is the
case with practically every graduate these days, the army is waiting with open arms when Lou
gets his diploma. He is with the
military. police reserves at Ft.
Thomas and will become an M.P.
for two years upon graduation.
Lou is engaged and is planning to
be married in June, right after
graduation.
For his life's work he intends
to be a custom clothes manufacturer with his father who is an
independent pants manufacturer
for Siebles Tailors. As as an exM.P. and ex-fullback, there will
be few people who_ will want to
argue with him about his clothinl
design ideas.

~~!;~~v:n ~~~f~~~1:i~s~nd~:1; •

I
I
I
I
la~:SYJ~~h~a~a~:f :C~::n:~~:~ I
is a man that can go all the way. I
rugged type single platoon player by the name of Jim Katcavage.
Jim, a 6-2, 205 pounder was
named to an All-American last
year ·by the Marian Magazine for
players of Lithuanian ancestry.

1

Business Man&ier
X. U. News
Xavier Univenit:r
Cincinnati 'I, Ohio.

I
I
I

Enclosed Is my $1.50. Send the. News to:
Name ................................................;.........................................................

Bill Smith, a 165 pound sophoAddress .......................................................................................................
more, is just the man for the job.
Smith is exceptionally quick at
City ................................................ Zone ................ State....................
getti~g to th~ line of scrimma~e
Not responsible for cub sent tbru man. Please make remltt&Doe
and is on his way. to .pay-dirt
.before :;iany hd~f~n~ve lm~back- . by check or money order.
ers rea ze w a is appenmg.
1- - - - - -·-·
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RENT A TYPEWRITER
Student nte, I moDtm Ill
Complete touch t:ypfnl book free
with each rental.

Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential ·
in every student's diet.
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REDSKINS AMBUSH, MASSACRE
MUSKIE FOOTBALLERS AT OXFORD

High Flyers

1yton Flyers
.vier Fathers

By John Haley
"They just overpowered us," were the words of Coach Ed Kluska, as his team had been
humiliated 42-7 by the Miami Redskins. This was the tenth loss for the Muskies in the
same number of games. Xavier prevented a shutout in the last three minutes of the game
with a touchdown pass from Jim Brockhoff to Fritz Bolte, which covered 27 yards. Don St.
John converted.

their annual appearance in Cin:usketeers before an expected ca1 Devore has assembled a team of
far this season. The Flyers losses
cats, a team Xavier meets next

!

1

Cagers' Practice
w s. s T
205
et 0 Open Nov. 1
=

·

t

225
220
215
212
220
195
194
187
165
195

:ul

~ of
1ave
> in
nati
i.rins
:ent
;gn!:

The 1954-55 stamping of the
Xavier University Musketeer basketball team will open practice
sessions Nov. 1. The eager cagers
of Coach Ned Wulk will be starting warmups for their 26-game
schedule, which begins with a
meeting with Denison just one
month after their initial practice.
Several of the players have
been working out on their own
during the past few weeks so
that they may be in top shape
before the official sessions get
under way. Pre-season hopes for
Ned Wulk's poung crew are very
high among some experts.
·

Captain JIM SHAFOR
and
Coach
HtTOH DEVORE
University of Dayton
(loach Hugh Devore brings his Dayton Flyers to Cincinnati
Sunday to take on the Xavier Musketeers at Corcoran Field. The
'irst
Flyers, led by Captain .Jim Shafor, senior right guard, hold a 1-3
"The Harvest Hop" will be record for the season.
·
presented in the Armory by the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Accounting Society after the
Xavier-Dayton game.
Students of Our Lady of Cincinnati, Mount St. Joseph, and
Dayton University ·have also been
··
invjted. Refreshments and a buf- l"A dde:~msphasi~ P:~gr;m isRnot
mountedt t~ ~e~ gam:s. o;~r
0 spo e
. 28 fet supper will be served. Ad- P anne ·
e ery ev. a wo year s re c ' onges m e
mission is 50¢.
James F. Maguire, S.J., president history of the school.
of Xavier University thi~ we~k.
"We at Xavier. recognize that
He explained that the umvers1ty there must be Iosmg .streaks and
. would not "alter its policy on the winning streaks," said Fr. Magbasis of a season that has not run uire. "We feel football has an imits coutse."
portant part in our educational
The statement came as. a result program, has a value for particiof the murmurings lamenting the pants and non-participants, refact that the Musketeers are in gardless of winning or losing
the throes of a losing streak that seasons."

Harvest Hop. Dance
After Dayton Game

F a ther Ma go•Ire Denies Cr•1es
That X3VJer
• T 0 De•emph3SIZe
•
ha:

•
•
News
uvers1ty

Are Now Available

Dick Hunter, No. 1 Miami quarterback after a two year battle
with Denny Studrawa, guided the
Redskins to four of their six
scores. The senior signal caller
passed for 77 yards and o~e TD,
a~d also. scored an?ther himself.
His bafflmg ~ecephon constantly
had the Muskies off base.
Bronson Opens Scoring
The 'Skins scored on drives of
75, 67, 95, 70, 64, and 51 yards.
The 95 yard push came after Don
st. John had quick-kicked out of
bounds to the 5 yard line.
Bob Bronston began the parade
to the end zone with a one yard
plunge, which had started ten
plays before.
Then Jack Acus, former Lockland star, crashed left end for
eight yar d s t o cl'imax a 67 yard
march.
End Preston Bliss took a pass
from Denny Studrawa midway in·
the second period for the third
touchdown, the pass good for 10
yards. Then Dick Hunter sent a
23 yard aerial to Paul Boykin in
the end zone just 20 seconds before the half ended, and the score
was 28-0.
Muskies Outrun
.
The tally went ~o 35-0 m the
third period when De~n Porter
slashed through the lme. for 9
yards and the score. This culminated a drive which originated
on the Miami 49 yard line.
The TD in the fourth quarter
was scored by Tom Dimitroff,
No. 3 quarterback, who went over
from the five yard line for the

I

UC Bearcats Still
•
•
•
Pile up Convincing
.
•
•
.
Stack Of V zctories

TUXEDO
RENTAL

The. University of Cincinnati
I
Bearcats, who will meet Xavier
University at Nippert Stadium
next Saturday, ran through their
twelfth consecutive victory in
outclassing Marquette 30-13. The
Bearcats have won four games in
the still young '54 season. Coach
Sid Gillman, who was dissatisfied
T 'S'ft
with the team's 21-13 opening
' ~.l..Lle
victory over Detroit, was much
606 Ville St.
more satisfied with UC's routs of
Dayton (42-13) and Tulsa (40-7).
PArkway 7345
Cincinnati, which led the nation in offense (409.5 yds. per
game) and defense (40.3 yds. per
game) last season
.
.' is expected to ...- - - - - - - - - - - •
defeat Hardm-Simmons before
~ee~ing cross-town rival Xavier
m eight days.
------------sixth and final touchdown of the
afternoon.
The 'Skins had 18 first downs,
while Xavier had 11. In the
ground gaining department Miami had 303 yards while the
Muskies picked up 75. In pass~ng
the Musketeers and the Redskms Dance In Alr·l'll&encl Clmfad
picked up 131 and 148 yards in On CincJ'S Lariat, Plalll ..._
that order.
-------------

*

LANDEN

CLYDE TRASK

THE SHIRT

and Ills Onlalllln

LAUNDRY
3616 Montgomery Road
Evanston

SATURDAY EVENl·NG
RESERVATIONS, CH 308'

NEWS TO YOUR
~TIVES

• FRIENDS.

Subscription rates 81.SO
per year by

m~il-

''I STARTED
SMOKING CAMElS
24 YEARS AGO.

Clip the coupon below.
I

I
I
I
I the. New• to:
I
,.................................................................. I
.................................................................... I
,,,,,, Zone ................ State.................... I
t thru mall. Please make remittance I
I

•
AND HOW IT STARTED...
ADMIRAL BROCKMAN sa.1111: "I prepped
at Baltimore Polytech, found I liked
math and electrical engineering required subjects for a Navy career.
But it was getting licked in lacroue
by the Navy plebes that got me
interested in Annapolis. My break on
an appointment came when two
ahead of me failed
on exams. I worked
hard to graduate,
got into sub class,
did some teaching,
eventually earned mJ,
own sub command."

YOU CANT BEAT
'EM FOR FlAVOA. ·
-AND BELIEVE

ME, CAMELS

ARE
REALLY MILD 111

REAR ADMIRAL, U.S. N. (Rel.)

Commander of the first Na11til11s,
submarine which sank Japanese carrier at Battle of Midway; awarded
three Navy Crosses; today, a Baltimore chemical company executive.

--- -----·-·
To Forget1lue of milk os a natural
1od makes it an essential ·
~iet.

~C.
·WOodburn 2474

DAIRY CO.,

·~---~---· .. ~.
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The Old Country ·Was Never Like This
By Amly Spt1rke, News Fet1l11re Etlilor
Ringing shouts of "Frosit" and voices lifted in the immortal words of "Gaudeamus Igitur". and "Schnitzelbank"
are not often heard in the taverns and cafes of traditionallyGerman Cincinnati, but one place they're sure to be heard
is at the Kolping House on Republic· St., where the Xavier

By lJltiyo IJloh•

Horton Foote, author of "The Traveling Lady," currently
at the Cox, achieved last year a singularly unique dramatic
success when his "A Trip to Bountiful," starring Lillian Gish,
was such a success as a television play that it was expanded
f
't h
·
p h
and put on Broadway or a qm e eartemng run. er aps
he can pull a t'
switchf this year:f his
't
d
latest pro uc bi~nt! or a 11 °d 1 st
1
Broadway
am 1 ions,
cud
d
.
f wou
right .. ownl to size or a goo
te1evision Pay.
Kim Stanley plays the travelIng lady, a naive young matron
who, after six years of hard work
to keep her daughter and herself
in groceries, finds that her noaccount husband has returned
from prison the same weak character he was w.hen he went op.
The situation is more pathetic
than tragic, and in .an a terribly
weak theme on which to base a
three-act play. But ~iss Stanley
is remarkably proficient as the
plucky young mother, and if the
show gets anyplace at all, it most
certainly will be on her shoulders.
Author Foote has a happy faculty for creating real characters,
of whom possibly the best is a
delightfully looney old lady,
named Mrs. Mavis, whose entrances and utterances are as welcome as they are unpredictable,
and whose fresh comedy lightens
an otherwise tedious evening.
For it seems that Mr. Foote and
Director Vincent Donahue have
carried their realism too far. The
crisp, finely-done set, the dull,
realistic dialogue, and the quite
harmless, or d i n a r y , everyday
characters duplicate in detail the
humdrum life of the small Texas
town that serves as the· setting
for the play. In so doing, they
· re-create the boredom as well.

Mame,
.
and Judy Garland might
possibly be the same for her
· ·
gran d , warm ch aractenzat10n
of
Vicki LestE:r, the newly-born star
of the title.
Judy can't help but show her
age a bit in some of the scenes,
but she sings the fine new Harold
Arlen-Ira Gershwin tunes with a
voice and charm long missed. In
her strange, unglamorous, but
quite beautiful way, she excites
in her audience an emotion not
felt since a young. girl named
Dorothy sang about a rainbow
in a long-ago picture called "The
Wizard of Oz."
GOOD BET:
"Robson's Choice," starring
Charles Laughton, at the Hyde
Park.

TOMATO SANDWICH MADI
IY AMATIUR TOMATO
SANDWICH MAKll

'·
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GLASS HOUSE OWNED
IY MAN WHO NIVIR HEARD
OF OLD PROVERB

OUTSIDE WORLD
AS SIEN IY LITTLE MAN
LIVING IN BEER CAN

"IT'S
TOASTED"
.__

to taste better!
Doubtless, you've guessed that the Droodle
at the right is: Careless two-giin cowboy .
enjoying better-tasting Lucky while waiting in ambush. Lots of other two-gun cowboys-and many millions of no-gun folksagree that Luckies taste better. Students,
for example, prefer Luckies to all oth«;lr
brands, according to the latest, biggest
coast-to-coast college survey. Once aga~,
the No. 1 reason is that Luckies taste
better. They taste better because Lucky
Strike is the cigarette of fine tobacco . . •
and ~'It's Toasted" to taste better. "It's
Toasted'' -the famous Lucky Strike process-tones up Luckies' light, mild, goodtasting tobacco to make it i taste even
better. So, enjoy the better-tasting cigarette ••• Lucky Strike.

HAMMOCK DISIGNID IY
MAN WHO INVINTID THI
S11APLl5S IVINING GOWN

GLASS OF BIER WITH
HOLE IN ITS HEAD

"WHAT'S THIS?"
asks ROGER PRICE*
· author of
The Rich Sardine
for solution sec
paragraph at left

=
=
a=
55
GOT A LUCKY DROODLE? .
=
you've got a Lucky Droodle in your
=
noodle, send it in. We pay $25 for all we
=
E
use, and also for many we don't use.
Send as many as you like with your
descriptive titles to: Lucky Droodle,
a5=
P.O. Box67, New York 46, N. Y.
=
=
E
i=, LUCKIES TASTE BETTER Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

1~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

RICH SAIDINI WITH
PllVATI CAN

Whai makes a Lucky taste better?

• • •

"A Star Is Born," the new picture at the Albee, is a fine1 expensive, ..peculiarly - Hollywood
production, a musical comedytragedy. A, remake of the old
Fredric March-Janet Gaynor vehlele, the three-hour film, with
a screenplay by Moss Bart, somehow manages to pull its diverse
elements Into a eonvincing unit
drama of song, dance, and tears.
The aeting is particularly good,
by the supporting players as well
as the principals, and the sup_erb
dlreetion an d cinematography
achieve some warm, new effects
with the Cinemascope screen.
The story concerns the marriage of an aging, degenerating
matinee idol and a rising young
star, and the inevitable strain that
their diverging paths create.
James Mason will be a strong
contender in the Oscar race for
,.his magnificant portrayal of the
·tragic falling id o 1, Norman

Heidelberg Club gets together for
its monthly meetings.
Founded in 1933 by the late Dr.
John F. Graber, the Heidelberg
Club has devoted itself to increasing student appreciation of
German culture and language.
This is done mainly by talks
given by members or guest
speakers on the various German
.
.
· ·1iza·
contnbuhons
to wes t ern c1v1
tion in the fields of science, art,
literature, politics, coins, stamps,
music, etc. At the next meeting,
which will be held Tuesday, Oct.
26, Mr. Bourgeois, who studied
at Heidelberg, Germany, in 1937,
will give a talk on the university
there. His talk will be illustrated
with color slides recently acquired by the Xavier library.
The formal part of all the
Club's meetings is held in German, as much as possible, to give
the members practice in the language. However, the discussions
and informal parts of the meeting
lapse into English.
The Heidelberg Club's official

drinking songs.
The Heidelberg Club doesn't
confine itself to telling tales and
singing songs of old Germany. It
takes part in many of the campus
activities at Xavier, providing a
float for the Homecoming celebration, holding a Christmas
party, one dance every year,· a
picnic at the end of the spring
term and a Father and Son banquet each spring.
The Father and Son banquet
features German style food, a
· an d a gues t speak er.
s h or t movie
The Club has made plans to have
D· r. E . s eeman, f ormer h ea d of
Xavier's Language Department
and now professor at Capitol U.,
Columbus, Ohio, for this year's
guest speaker.
.
Heidelberg Emblem
The officers of the Club are
.
.
.
Tom Mitchell, president; Paul
emblem is a slueld bearmg a Winle, vice-president; and a Secgothic H with crossed swords retary-treasurer who · will be
superimposed on the H.
elected at the next meeting.
As all good Germans do when
they get together over a glass of
•
beer, the Heidelberg members d~ Clarke Gets Me1nhersh1p
a good bit of singing. The official Dr. Walter J. Clarke, associate
song of the Club is "Gaudeamus professor of Education, was notiIgitur," the traditional •song of fied this week that he has been
German college fraternities, but elected to associate membership
Club members also sing their in the American Psychological
share of student, folk, soldier and Association.

If

CIGARETTES

•DROODLES, Copyright, 1954, by Roger Price
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The Night Side of The News--~~k
Raymo1·id J. Leisner, CPA, Joins Eve11ing· Staff;~~~~~,~!~~~~~
Says, ''Every Professional Ma11 Slio.1ild Teacl•''
Rev. John I. Malone, S.J., who
was stationed at Xavier between
1939 and 1949 has recently returned to join the department of
IO"
theology. During the ten years
t".':l
he spent at. Xavier h.is duties ineluded service as chairman of the
biology depar,tment and as dean
of men.
all}}
e
F~. Mal~ne ~as studied at St.
A series of eight lectures for Loms Umvers1ty and at St.
parents and prospective parents Mary's, Kansas. He has taught at
on the topic."Teamwork for Fam- John Carroll University, Cleve"

Me111ber of Class of ~49

E •· }it L ectu1·es
By Dorod1,y Trageser
F Or p arelltS 0 11
When a professor has been
teaching for several ears it
T~e Xavier Order of Military
.
Y . '
Merit has annoul)ced that ap- F
•1y L•f
~a~y to recommen~ him b! plicati?n blanks. for girls int.er)
Active in Various Groups

C d t 'W "ll Cl
a ,e s l
ioose
Honorary Colonel

lS

pomtmg to the teaching pos1- estecl m competing for the title
tions of note he has held, or of Hon~rary Cadet Colon~l of
by referring to the number of the Xavier ROTC Corps will be

~::~::::r;;,~;i~~~,::.;~ ~:;::;::.::i:::,:v::~:·

He is teaching courses such as
economic principals, intermediate
economic analysis and personnel
administration.
Formerly Prof. Talyor taught
at the University of Alabama,
Clemson College, S. C. and the
University of Illinois.
In the naval reserve Prof.
Taylor holds the rank of lieutenant. He served three years during World ~ar II, mu~~ of which
was spent m the Pacific theatre.

:::::: fH~!:~:~::;~::±~'.~~~:EE ~i~~~:i:: :::,o:~:.:::~ : .i"~:~g' ·,

assignment is usually more diffi- will be presented at a tea to be by the Xavier Famliy Life insticult, unless the man is Raymond held Sunday afternoon, Oct. 31 tute, will continue for seven more
J. Leisner, c.P.A.
in the Albert D. Cash Memorial weeks, each week considering a
More impressive as a recom- Conference Room. The girl who ~hase of the problems of family
mendation than his background, secures the most
the hfc. The fee for :he course is
is Mr. Leisner's attitude toward cadets of the Xavier Regiment $8.00. However, smgle lectures
teaching at XUEC. "Every pro- wil be in command at the Mili- may. be attended for $1.00 per
fessional man should, at some tary Ball on Jan. 14.
meetmg:
.
.
time in his career, teach his pro-1
~he fn;~t. discussion was on t~e
fession. In teaching, a man must
topic .of ~h;, Husband and Wife
keep in touch with all the new
Relahonsh1p, and wa~ modera1
t . h' f' Id
d
ted by Rev. Edward Wieber, S.J.,
d
eve opmen s m is ie ' an ,
IS
of St Xavier High S ho 01 N t
more important must develop the
T
·
c
· ex
. .
'.
(Co t'nu
d
f
p
ge
2)
hursday, Oct. 21, Mrs. Ruth
ab1hty to explam his orofession."
n 1 e rom a
.
.
. .
.
.
.
Proposition al Representation Bartl~tt .of th~ Cat?ohc ~~arihes
Fmds Teaclnng Interestmg
k "C
. f ll
t Assoc1at10n
will discuss Teachma
.
Cluldren
.
. es f tlounc1 1 u1 y . represen
h' h a- mg
to Accept AuthorMr. Leisner, finds teaching in- t 1ve o
1e peop e m w ic a 1't ,,
majority
is
in
control
but
a
rey.
.
teresting and, having at one time
.
.
. . '
The remainder of the talks and
attended XUEC, he can appreci- spons1ble mmonty IS. ah~ays rep- their dates are as follows: Oct.
The obJect10n was
"E
H
V
t' ,,
ate the special problems which resented."
.
. X would put J28,
veryone
raised
that "Six
cl C th as. a Shoca 10n,
N
confront an evening student.
aln T a ther~nte St eat; h tohv.
Leisner, originally a Hamilton- Council at the mercy of political 4 ,ai;:iwesor,:
oge ,, er
F
.
R bo t re dc H e
ian, served in the U. S. Army in machines."
am1 1y 1ncome,
o er an
e 1Both sides of the question agree en Cissel,!; Nov. 11, "Family ReJapan and the Phillippines after
.h
t
· ·t
t
t' ,, W'll'
d Fl
he was gr~duated from Hamilton th a t t ey wan maJOrI y con ro 1 crea ion,
an
orenced
·
't
t t'
s ·
N 1 1am "Ch'ld
Catholic High in 1944. After his and mmon ·y represen a ion. 0 ne u 11 IVan; ov. 18,
1
ren
'd
· t PR b
't Ch
,, D
d M
p
Han
discharge he attended XU, and in s1 e warns agams
ecause l
ores,
r. an
rs. au1 ar1949 received his B.S. in B.A. allegedly stimulates un-Christian ' kins·' Dec. 2 ' "With the Family
While a student at Xavier, he un-American prejudices which Through the Church Year" Alhelped organize the Xavier Ac- result in unintelligent rule by the fred and Florence Berge;; and
th
'd
Dec 9 "Yo 1 P i 5 h th C nt
.
Tl
-counting . Society, a campus or- emo t 10ns.
1e o er s1 e warns
'. ' .
l r . a; . ',, e
e er
ganization which is still quite against the use of Six X because of Family. Activities, Rev. Joit is alleged to be an invitation to sep~ Urb~a~, Quee.n of Peace
active.
He and his wife, Cai·men, who, evil and ruthless machine pol- Pansh, Milville, Ohio.
incidentally, is an R.N. and an itics.
anestheist, have three children.
Under PR it is quite common
Leisner is this year teaching In- for there to ·be a 5-4 division in
(Continued from Page 2)
termediate Accounting at XUEC. Council, such as· exists today. If, izes away his own responsibility
Professionally, he has been asso- as is the case today, one member and too often circumstantial eviciated with Lybrand, Ross Bros. of the majority becomes a "inde- dence will tend to convict ii com& Montgomery, Certified Public pendent,'' impor,tant duties of mon scapegoat. School spirit like
Council, such as electing a mayor, liberty, is something whose ~orth
Accountants.
can be prevented from being ex- is not measured by material
Memberships
Ever active, Raymond Leisner ecuted. It is generally anticipated criteria nor is it to be regarded
is a member of the Speakers Bur- that under the Six X system the too lightly. Therefore such rationeau of the Archdiocesan Council division would be on a 6-3 basis alization can be dangerous to the
of Catholic Men, a bureau that rather than 5-4, thus eliminating, scapegoat and also detrimental to
supplies speakers to introduce the or at least reducing the possi- school spirit.
Well, the jury was only out for
aims of the ACCM at parish Holy bility of one individual's frusName Society meetings. He is trating the efforts of the majority ten minutes and they returned a
also a member of the Fenwick that is entrusted with the control verdict of guilty. After the counselor had recovered from his iniCouncil K of C, and, through his of Council.
When the voters go to the polls tial seizures of shock and disbeparish, St. Gertrude's in ,Madeira,
he works on the Decent Litera- to decide on the proposed amend- lief he approached the foreman
ture Committee of the St. Fran- ment to the City Charter, they if only to get the explanation.
"We looked at all the facts precis de Sales Deanery of the shall have to weigh tIJe relative
ACCM. Mr. Leisner also claims advantages of a strong or weak sented and it seemed that you
membership in the American In- majority and decide whether they had the case sewed up,'' remarked
stitute of ·Accountants and the believe either or both of the al- the foreman, "because we looked
legations about rule by "emo- like everybody else in the room
Ohio State Society of CPA's.
tional prejudice" and "machine who had the reasonable doubt.
politics."
Everybody, that is, except your
client. He didn't look because he
(Continued from Page 2)
_ha_d_n_o_d_o_ub_t._H_e_ki_ne_d_h_im_."_
tion incidents similar to the ones
that the ruling of desegregation
in public schools brought on in
The News learned this week
Washington and Baltimore.
What can we say to defend our- that a Cincinnatian, Mr. Alfred
Guaranteed Quality
selves? Think it over carefully. J. Waddell, who was graduated
from
Xavier
in
1952
with
a
B.S.
What arguments would you use?
And after you've thought it over, degree in History, has recently
Longine Wittnaueryou'll have to agree that there completed his training as a Junior
aren't any. The only thing that Officer in the United States InBulova~Gruen Watches
we can do is bow our head in formation Agency.
contrition and promise to mend . Mr:-Wacldell, who speaks AraFl NE SELECTION OF
our ways. And we have to mend bic and has a knowledge of
French,
also
holds
a
M.A.
degree
them. Not only because Russia
WEDDING GIFTS
can use our mistakes as grist for in ·international Affairs from Colher propaganda mill, but also be- umbia University, New York, and 506 Vine St.
PArkway 1193
cause as a Christian people living has studied Near Eastern Affairs
a't
Michigan
University.
He
will
under the aegis of God, we should
Jo Kruempelman
obey the second of His two great leave soon for Cairo, Egypt to
commandments, "Love thy neigh- assume his duties there with the
Agency.
bor as thyself."

v~tes fro~

x

Six
versus PR,·
Vote • To Dec1"cle

Ob"
D"
1ter ICta

Shttfflin' Around

w

Alfred addell, '52
Joins U.S. Agency

Brook Jewelers

·~~~.:

-~ -i~~~@

Fr. Malone is human relations. He
..
has devoted much of his time to
<'·
\ .. '
CANA conferences and retreat
..;;n· ·
movement.
· ·..Af.. .
. ·
Among his non-professional interests are spectator sports and
an occasional
Mr. TayJor
Mr. Mcintyre
workout on the
Mr. Philip H. C. Mcintyre has
joined three departments on instru:ti?n: _accounting, business
adm1mstration and economics.
He comes originally from New
·
·
Orleans, La. He has studied at
the Ag . ult
1
d M d' 1
ric ura an
e ica
College of Texas, Loyola University' New Orleans' and the U"~
versity
of Chicago Formerly ....
he·
·
Fr. Malone
taught at Loyola University, New
Sgt. Kersey
Orleans
.
·
·
The new face behind the SerHe served with the 82nd all'M
,
d
s
b
d'
·
·
f
th
aft
geant
ajor s esk in t. Bar- ore 1v1s1on o
e army
er
bar a Hall belongs to Sfc. Richard taking specialized army training
·
·
D. I:"~ersey w h o joms
the x av1er
a t T exas A . & M • Later he re'l't
t ff h'
· d
· ·
·
m1 I ary s a t is year. .
ce1ve a reserve comn11ss1on. m
Sgt.Kerseycomest0Xav1erfrom the Navy and was called to active
.
. the
Ft. Belvu1or,
Va. where he was duty to serve two years with
t
f
f
·
·
1
·
on he aculty o the Engineer navy as a supp y officer.
Center th e Enter' g th
d
h'
·
0
· . er ·
m
e arme
ne of is chief non-academic
forces m 1942 Sgt Kersey spent
· t
Ii
b k
d
.
.'
·
concerns ts rave ng ac an
1
!~:ar~e=r~es ~ Yt:: ~·~he~~~ hf~rthh to x.aviLer ev1eryd d0ayh' from
·
is ome m ove an ,
io.
of World War II, he joined the
Army and is now in his seventh
year in the uniform of a soldier. Accounting Society Meets
Sgt. Kersey is married and has
The Xavier Accounting Society '
three sons.
wn1 hold its second meeting of
the year on Monday, Oct. 18 at
Mr. Zachary Taylor, Jr., who 8: 00 p.m.
has studied at University of AlaThe guest speaker will .be Mr.
bama, University of North Caro- Henry E. Plaxico, Special Agent
lina and University of Illinois, of the Federal Bureau of Investhas joined the departments of igation. The meeting will be
business administration and e- held in the Albert D. Cash Memconomics.
orial Room.

~11t~,:::''.:·i~:·.,.

0

• • •

Announcing a new fall and winter line of
handsomely tailored slacks for young men. All
wool flannels, gabardines and worsteds in all
colors. to match any. ensemble. Free alterations
and pegging on wool slacks. ,

DAVID'S S LAC·K SHOP
LOCATED WITH

PADDOCK CLEANERS
3926 Reading Road

CA 1540

======;;;;;;;;;;:;~;;;:;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;~;;;;;;;

For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH
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Pop's doing
his homework"
Just who is Pop? And what prompted him to put aside the
checkerboard after the last game and say, "Okay kids.
Your bedtime. And I've got my homework to do." What's
he studying that's so interesting? And why is he studying?
In this particular case, Pop is about 32 years old and a ·

member of the General Electric family at Evendale.
The reason why he put aside the checkerboard to work on his
studies is a simple one. He chose to study. No urging.
It's his own decision.
As for what he's studying, that depends on Pop,
his work and his interests.
He might be in one of General.Electric's internal
training programs, the schools. that G.E. has set up
for employees in the Evendale plant. Right now, there
are 1,200 enrolled in these internal courses. He might be
in the Drafting School, Engineering Education,
Supervisory Development, Manufacturing Training or
one of a half dozen other fields.
He might be attending one of the outstanding evening
schools operated in Cincinnati-University of Cincinnati,
Xavier University, Chase College, Ohio Mechanics
Institute.or one of the evening High Schools. He could be
doing extension work with Miami University Extension,
University of Kentucky Extension, or taking a correspondence
course. ln 1953, approximately 2,500 General Electric
-employees from the Evendale Plant were enrolled in courses
ranging from skilled trades to advanced graduate
work in engineering and administration.
Why is Pop studying and doing his homework? Because
he's one of thousands of G-E people who want to grow
iritellectually and be ready for greater responsibility.
Because Pop himself knows that he has a greater
1 potential and he wants to realize it.

This is all wonderful for Pop. It's fine for the community
because he becomes a better informed citizen. And it's
good for G.E. There has never been a surplus or many or tho
specialized skills that G.E. needs. And there never will
be a surplus-at G.E. or anywhere-of people whose
minds continue to reach out for more knowledge,
Pop's a great guy. And he's fortunate to be in a city
where the doors of educational opportunities don't close
at the end of the afternoon classes.

R-og,.ss Is Ov, Most lmpol'l#nf 'l+otlvd

GEJ(ERAL f) ELECTRIC
EVENDALE PLANT

-.~.

